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Bipin Rawat on Wednesday expressed his condolences at the passing away of former Pakistani Army
Chief General (retd) Aslam Beg. Read more The latest development in the Kashmir issue comes as

Aslam Beg passed away at the age of 93, an Indian Army source said on Wednesday. The source also
said that the Indian Army is on alert amid the situation after the death of the Pakistani Army’s top

military leader. The death of Beg came after a long illness and has made former Army chief Pervaiz
Musharraf to take up a key military command of the country, the source said. Pakistan Army Chief

Qamar Bajwa has been appointed as Deputy Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee of Pakistan
Army by the federal government. Read more The general was commanding the 15 Corps in

Rawalpindi when he passed away, the source added.The present invention relates to a new and
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Gazpur, the Mekrani irregulars staged an uprising that lasted for several months in 1885. This revolt,
led by a rebel named Khan Jahandad, resulted in the establishment of the First Panjdeh insurrection.

The cause of this insurrection was Khudayar Khan, a descendant of Atabeg Masud - Khan Qudar -
who in accordance with an agreement with Alexander the Great had been betrothed to a girl by the

name of Gaykhatun. The earlier insurrection of the Khudayar Qudari sect had ceased for some
reason or other. However, the agreement was not honored and Gaykhatun was married to another

man. The situation was such that the original Khudayar Qudari party was so divided that it could not
effectively rise against the British. Meanwhile, the Khudayar Qudari rebels under Khan Qudar had

kept the peace in the town of Gazpur, in the region of Karabagh. In fact, Khan Qudar actually was a
loyalist, who had made a great peace with the British and was serving them. He had met Alexander
the Great, to whom he reported faithfully the current state of things. However, fate had it that this
peaceful Zakat Qudari was killed by his own people, who accused him of disloyalty. With this, the

uprising against the British broke out, especially in the town of Gazpur. Khan Qudar joined the
uprising and the town was captured. The Khudayar Qudaris were defeated, Khan Qudar being

captured by the British and executed. Khan Qudar had fifteen sons - all of them given military ranks,
including “Mahmud Khan”. Mahmud Khan was sent to London and was imprisoned. There, he was
treated badly, with the result that Mahmud Khan developed an intense hatred for the British, while

his father, Khan Qudar, remained loyal, even though he was forced to drink the milk of a cows
belonging to the Mukaratibar. When Mahmud Khan got out of prison, the British authorities banished

him to a distant part of London, where he 6d1f23a050
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